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MIION TATMNT
"Giving meaning to the lives of our children in the present while preparing them to ecome active citizens in a democratic societ," the Folk
Arts – Cultural Treasures Charter chool will provide children with an exemplar education that utilizes traditional arts and cultures found
within their own and neighoring communities as the catalst for critical inquir and communit engagement. The Folk Arts – Cultural
Treasures Charter chool will provide children with an education which has high academic standards, is trul communit ased, incorporates
and respects the lives of students and their families, engages students in understanding their own cultures and communities, and engages
students in understanding their role as active participants in working for a just societ.

VIION TATMNT
FACT strengthens our local communities and helps transform societ  teaching and nurturing our students to e active and engaged
participants in working for a just societ. A FACT education prepares students to e the 21st Centur leaders we need -- leaders who are ale
to navigate and address the rapidl changing challenges that confront their generation while eing mindful of the needs of future generations.
FACT students will e equipped with: * kills (critical thinking, creative prolem solving, teamwork) * Character (compassion, courage to stand
up for what is right, ailit to see the full humanit of those di erent from oneself), * Haits-of-mind (re ection, listening deepl, openness to
others’ points of view, seeing elders and other communit memers as sources of knowledge and wisdom), and * ense-of-self (pride in and
knowledge of oneself and where one comes from, con dence in one’s own worth, awareness of one’s strengths and areas for growth). FACT
students will e ale to walk comfortal in the world of their cultural origins, in the diverse cit in which the live, and in academic and
professional worlds. FACT will impact the eld of education  modeling, advocating for, inspiring, and collaorating with others to enact this
transformative vision of what K-12 schooling can e.

DUCATIONAL VALU TATMNT
TUDNT
FACT' shared values are incorporated in the curriculum and school environment. At FACT, we elieve adults have a responsiilit to model
and practice these principles. We have written our shared values into a school pledge that is taught to students, shared with parents, and
rea rmed on a regular asis in settings such as morning gatherings, class meetings, and class activities. chool Pledge • We care for one
another and learn together. • There is no limit to what we can learn. • Our families and our elders know important things and we take time to
learn from them. • We learn to help ourselves and our communit. • We learn to e strong and act with courage. • All people have a right to use
their own languages and to honor their own cultures. • Creative expression is part of our lives and part of our school. • We work to uild a fair
and peaceful world. • The earth is our home and we must take care of it.

TAFF
FACT' shared values are incorporated in the curriculum and school environment. At FACT, we elieve students of all ages have the capacit
to practice these principles. We have written our shared values into a school pledge that is taught to students, shared with parents, and
rea rmed on a regular asis in settings such as morning gatherings, class meetings, and class activities. chool Pledge • We care for one
another and learn together. • There is no limit to what we can learn. • Our families and our elders know important things and we take time to
learn from them. • We learn to help ourselves and our communit. • We learn to e strong and act with courage. • All people have a right to use
their own languages and to honor their own cultures. • Creative expression is part of our lives and part of our school. • We work to uild a fair
and peaceful world. • The earth is our home and we must take care of it.

ADMINITRATION
FACT Who We Are tatement: The Folk Arts–Cultural Treasures Charter chool comes out of a histor of struggle: • for equit and justice for
Asian American students and immigrant and refugee students of all races in the pulic schools; • for pulic investment and pulic space in the
under-served Chinatown communit; • & for pulic schooling that engages children as active participants in working for a just societ. After a
decade and a half of pulic school advocac and organizing, Asian Americans United decided to start a school that would address the

particular needs of Asian American immigrant and refugee students, with an emphasis on the Chinatown communit, and create the kinds of
changes we had een advocating. FACT is designed to provide expertise and knowledge regarding the needs of Asian American and
immigrant students; to ridge the gulf of isolation, unfamiliarit with institutions, and language arriers that prevent parents and communit
memers from plaing active roles in the education of their children; and to provide our students with the character, skills, and sense-of-self
the need to thrive in this world. FACT has a special commitment and responsiilit to Chinatown. We located FACT in Chinatown ecause
there was a lack of pulic investment and a lack of pulic space in Chinatown. Chinatown also serves as a social and spiritual hu for man
Chinese immigrants and Asian Americans of all ethnicities. AAU’s histor of parent and outh education organizing in Chinatown also created
a special commitment to this neighorhood. FACT teaches Mandarin Chinese ecause it is the language of the neighorhood where FACT
is located. We want to teach students how to engage in a respectful wa, how to e responsile for, how to contriute to, and how to learn
from the communit of which we are a part. In addition, FACT students – whether heritage speakers who are a orded an opportunit to retain
and strengthen their ilingual skills, or non-heritage speakers who are introduced to an important world language – ene t from
understanding the value of language diversit. Although FACT is designed to address the needs of Asian American and Asian immigrant
students, FACT’ founders sought to create a delieratel multi-racial/ multi-ethnic school. uch a school est emodies a model of anti-racist
education that not onl values diversit ut also addresses inequalities and promotes justice. FACT is committed to helping children work
cooperativel in a diverse, multicultural societ. Folk arts are the unifing thread across this diverse school od, and AAU partnered with the
Philadelphia Folklore Project in the creation and ongoing nurturing of the school. Folk arts teach students and adults to value knowledge that
resides in the school communit and in the families and communities of our students; to recognize the contriutions of ordinar people as
artistic eings and culture makers; to understand and emrace their own cultural identities; and to respect and appreciate the cultures of
others. Folk arts strengthen children’s spirits and their communities. Goals for the school are to provide students with an educational
experience that: • Raises their academic achievement and ailit to think criticall and creativel; • A rms language, traditional arts, and
culture; • Nurtures values of compassion and kindness; • Instills a commitment to taking responsiilit for themselves and their communities; •
Recognizes parents, elders, and communit memers as a constant presence in the lives of students; and • Inspires a vision of justice and
fairness and the courage to pursue them.

PARNT
FACT' shared values are incorporated in the curriculum and school environment. At FACT, we elieve adults have a responsiilit to model
and practice these principles. We have written our shared values into a school pledge that is taught to students, shared with parents, and

rea rmed on a regular asis in settings such as morning gatherings, class meetings, and class activities. chool Pledge • We care for one
another and learn together. • There is no limit to what we can learn. • Our families and our elders know important things and we take time to
learn from them. • We learn to help ourselves and our communit. • We learn to e strong and act with courage. • All people have a right to use
their own languages and to honor their own cultures. • Creative expression is part of our lives and part of our school. • We work to uild a fair
and peaceful world. • The earth is our home and we must take care of it.

COMMUNITY
FACT' shared values are incorporated in the curriculum and school environment. At FACT, we elieve adults have a responsiilit to model
and practice these principles. We have written our shared values into a school pledge that is taught to students, shared with parents, and
rea rmed on a regular asis in settings such as morning gatherings, class meetings, and class activities. chool Pledge • We care for one
another and learn together. • There is no limit to what we can learn. • Our families and our elders know important things and we take time to
learn from them. • We learn to help ourselves and our communit. • We learn to e strong and act with courage. • All people have a right to use
their own languages and to honor their own cultures. • Creative expression is part of our lives and part of our school. • We work to uild a fair
and peaceful world. • The earth is our home and we must take care of it.

OTHR (OPTIONAL)

TRING COMMITT
Name

Position

uilding/Group

Pheng Lim

Administrator/Principal and Parent

FACT Charter chool

llen omekawa

Administrator/xecutive Director

FACT Charter chool

Ricque Porter

Administrator/Associate Director

FACT Charter chool

David rown

Administrator/Finance Director

FACT Charter chool

Jacquln Griffin

Administrator/Director of chool Culture Upper chool and Parent

FACT Charter chool

Patricia Morris

Administrator/Director of chool Culture Lower chool

FACT Charter chool

Lisa Panke

Administrator/pecial ducation upervisor

FACT Charter chool

Mikki chrodel

Administrator/chool Counselor and Parent

FACT Charter chool

Pratima Agrawal

Accountailit Manager

FACT Charter chool

Galen Fitzpatrick

pecial ducation Teacher and Parent

FACT Charter chool

Neeta Patel

oard Memer

Asian Americans United

Lil Cavanagh

taff Memer

FACT Charter chool

Michelle arton

taff Memer

FACT Charter chool

Name

Position

uilding/Group

Heather Davis Jones

Parent

FACT Charter chool

Xu Lin un

Communit Memer

Communit usiness Owner

Jill enowitz

taff Memer

FACT Charter chool

Janice Fan

taff Memer

FACT Charter chool

Lucinda Megill-Legendre

taff Memer

FACT Charter chool

Jud Hunh

taff Memer

FACT Charter chool

TALIHD PRIORITI
Priorit tatement

Outcome
Categor

FACT has implemented the following to address the needs of students who are not reading at grade level expectations

arl

according to the DRA: emplo a full-time Literac coordinator, continue the process of implementing a more roust phonics

Literac

program for all K-2 students, with continued word stud and grammar lessons in grades 3-5, continue to have a dedicated
lock of time in the schedule for intervention (WIN), and emplo four certified intervention teachers to work with targeted
small groups of students needing additional small group support in the area of LA. FACT is also emploing an additional
LD teacher in grades K-2 in 2021-2022.
FACT continued work towards its goals in the area of LA will help address this mathematics challenge. General

Mathematics

education, LD, and pecial ducation teachers are implementing strategies for teaching more sophisticated math
vocaular. everal memers of our teaching staff have completed IOP (heltered Instruction Oservation Protocol)
training. This research ased instructional model is proven effective in addressing the academic needs of nglish learners
throughout the United tates. FACT has implemented the following to address the needs of students who are not meeting
grade level expectations in mathematics according to the PA: emplo a full-time math coordinator, purchase and utilize
IXL software for intervention, emplo four certified intervention teachers to work with targeted small groups of students
needing additional small group support in the area of mathematics. FACT is also planning to reach out to high performing
high schools in Philadelphia who accept a numer of FACT students to surve them aout the preparedness of FACT
students in the area of mathematics for high school. We are hoping to learn more aout our program strengths and an gaps
that we can work to improve.
FACT created a lock of time in the schedule for intervention (WIN) in 2020-2021. This lock will continue in 2021-2022.
Additionall, grade levels will have this lock staggered throughout the da to maximize Intervention, LD, and pecial

ssential

ducation small group support. FACT will emplo four certified intervention teachers in 2021-2022 (This is an increase

Provide

from 0 in 2019-2020 and 2 in 2020-2021) to work with targeted small groups of students needing additional small group

tudent-

Practices 3:

Outcome

Priorit tatement

Categor

support. tudents are identified using our LA and Math screeners which are administered to the whole school several
times a ear.

Centered
upport
stems

ACTION PLAN AND TP
vidence-ased trateg
mall Group Intervention
Measurale Goals
Goal Nickname

Measurale Goal tatement (mart Goal)

Math65

FACT will move from 56% to 65% of students scoring proficient or advanced on the Mathematics PA.

WINandRtI

FACT will have a school-wide sstematic approach for collecting and analzing local data sources in the areas
of mathematics, LA and science to drive student progress.

3rdGradeReading

Action tep

 the end of 2nd grade, 80% of FACT students will e reading at grade level expectation independent
reading level on the end of ear DRA assessment.

Anticipated

Lead

Materials/Resources/upports

tart/Completion

Person/Position

Needed

Action tep

Intervention and RtI team will create a uniform sstem for organizing,
storing, and sharing assessment data and RtI documents on the shared
Google Drive. The data will e used to identif students in need of

Anticipated

Lead

Materials/Resources/upports

tart/Completion

Person/Position

Needed

2021-08-23 2022-06-22

RtI
Coordinator &

Continued training on data
analsis and google suite.

Coach

additional supports and to coordinate with grade level and content
teams to provide such supports. This data will e used in conjunction
with PA data and other local assessments to assess schoolwide and
cohort strengths and challenges.

Anticipated Outcome
FACT hired four certi ed teachers and scheduled a schoolwide intervention lock (WIN) to oost our ailit to provide small group
intervention support to students in grades K to 8. Our intervention teachers anchor our RtI program. General ducation, LD, and pecial
ducation teachers will continue to pla a crucial role providing small group instruction in the RtI process.
Monitoring/valuation
FACT full time literac and math coordinators will work closel with the intervention team to analze data and estalish expectations. The
Principal, Associate Director, pecial ducation upervisor and Accountailit Manager will also meet with this team to dissect student
performance data and assist in adjusting goals as needed.

vidence-ased trateg
Improve Language and Literac Acquisition for All tudents

Measurale Goals
Goal Nickname

Measurale Goal tatement (mart Goal)

3rdGradeReading

 the end of 2nd grade, 80% of FACT students will e reading at grade level expectation independent
reading level on the end of ear DRA assessment.

Action tep

FACT teachers will participate in professional development aimed at
improving language and literac acquisition for all students. xamples
include: IOP, Teacher's College Phonics Institute, LA department
trainings

Anticipated

Lead

Materials/Resources/upports

tart/Completion

Person/Position

Needed

2021-08-23 2022-06-21

Literac
Coordinator &

DRA kits, IOP and/or
Teacher's College led

Coach

Professional Development
sessions

Anticipated Outcome
Principal and Literac Coordinator & Coach will look for evidence of teachers implementing techniques and strategies taught in
professional development sessions during their classroom oservations.
Monitoring/valuation
Professional development agendas, sign-in sheets, and course completion certi cates will e used for monitoring.

vidence-ased trateg
Teach Diverse Learners in an Inclusive etting

Measurale Goals
Goal Nickname

Measurale Goal tatement (mart Goal)

Math65

FACT will move from 56% to 65% of students scoring proficient or advanced on the Mathematics PA.

WINandRtI

FACT will have a school-wide sstematic approach for collecting and analzing local data sources in the areas
of mathematics, LA and science to drive student progress.

3rdGradeReading

 the end of 2nd grade, 80% of FACT students will e reading at grade level expectation independent
reading level on the end of ear DRA assessment.

Action tep

FACT will provide professional development for all teaching staff on
equit, differentiation and inclusion. Common planning time will e

Anticipated

Lead

Materials/Resources/upports

tart/Completion

Person/Position

Needed

2021-08-23 2022-06-21

Principal

Professional development
sessions led  partners

estalished for general education, LD, and pecial ducation teachers

including CHOP and

to meet, plan, and implement est practices for diverse learners.

Innovageous.

Anticipated Outcome
FACT Admin Team and partner organizations will deliver professional development on topics including anti-ias education, aleism,
gender and sexualit (LGTQ+) to educate sta on educating a diverse group of learners.
Monitoring/valuation
Professional development agendas and sign-in sheets.

PROFIONAL DVLOPMNT TP AND TIMLIN:
Action Plan

Professional

Anticipated

Name

Development tep

Timeline

FACT will move from 56% to 65% of students scoring proficient or advanced on the

mall Group

Intervention and

08/23/2021

Mathematics PA. (Math65)

Intervention

RtI team will

-

create a uniform
sstem for

06/22/2022

Measurale Goals

FACT will have a school-wide sstematic approach for collecting and analzing local
data sources in the areas of mathematics, LA and science to drive student progress.
(WINandRtI)
 the end of 2nd grade, 80% of FACT students will e reading at grade level
expectation independent reading level on the end of ear DRA assessment.
(3rdGradeReading)

organizing,
storing, and
sharing
assessment data
and RtI
documents on the
shared Google
Drive. The data
will e used to
identif students
in need of
additional
supports and to
coordinate with
grade level and
content teams to
provide such
supports. This

Measurale Goals

Action Plan

Professional

Anticipated

Name

Development tep

Timeline

data will e used
in conjunction
with PA data
and other local
assessments to
assess schoolwide
and cohort
strengths and
challenges.

PROFIONAL DVLOPMNT TP AND TIMLIN:
Action Plan

Professional

Anticipated

Name

Development tep

Timeline

 the end of 2nd grade, 80% of FACT students will e reading at grade level

Improve

FACT teachers

08/23/2021

expectation independent reading level on the end of ear DRA assessment.

Language
and

will participate in
professional

06/21/2022

Literac

development

Acquisition
for All

aimed at
improving

tudents

language and

Measurale Goals

(3rdGradeReading)

literac
acquisition for all
students.
xamples include:
IOP, Teacher's
College Phonics
Institute, LA
department
trainings

PROFIONAL DVLOPMNT TP AND TIMLIN:
Action Plan

Professional

Anticipated

Name

Development tep

Timeline

FACT will move from 56% to 65% of students scoring proficient or advanced on the

Teach

FACT will

08/23/2021

Mathematics PA. (Math65)

Diverse

provide

-

 the end of 2nd grade, 80% of FACT students will e reading at grade level

Learners in
an

professional
development for

06/21/2022

Inclusive

all teaching staff

etting

on equit,
differentiation and

Measurale Goals

expectation independent reading level on the end of ear DRA assessment.
(3rdGradeReading)
FACT will have a school-wide sstematic approach for collecting and analzing local
data sources in the areas of mathematics, LA and science to drive student progress.
(WINandRtI)

inclusion.
Common planning
time will e
estalished for
general
education, LD,
and pecial
ducation
teachers to meet,
plan, and
implement est
practices for
diverse learners.

APPROVAL & IGNATUR
Assurance of Qualit and Accountailit
Assurance of Qualit and Accountailit
The uilding Administrator, uperintendent/Chief xecutive O cer and President of the chool oard will a rm the following statements.
We a rm that our school has developed a chool Improvement Plan ased upon a thorough review of the essential practices to advance
educational programs and processes and improve student achievement.
We a rm that the action plans that we will e implementing address our speci c school needs, include strategies that provide educational
opportunities and instructional strategies for all students and each of the student groups, increases the amount and qualit of learning time,
and provides equit in the curriculum which ma include programs, activities, and courses necessar to provide a well-rounded education.
These plans address the needs of all children in the school, ut particularl the needs of those at risk of not meeting the challenging tate
academic standards.
We, the undersigned, here certif that the school level plan has een dul reviewed  the uilding Administrator, uperintendent of
chools and formall approved  the district's oard of ducation, per guidelines required  the Pennslvania Department of ducation.
We here a rm and assure that this plan:
Addresses all the required components prescried  the Pennslvania Department of ducation
Meets A requirements
Includes at least one evidence-ased strateg that meets one of the three highest levels of evidence outlined in A
Has a high proailit of improving student outcomes
Has sufficient LA leadership and support to ensure successful implementation
With this Assurance of Qualit & Accountailit, we request the Pennslvania Department of ducation grant formal approval to implement
this plan.

chool oard Minutes or Affirmation tatement

ignature (ntered lectronicall and must have access to we application).
uperintendent/Chief xecutive Officer

chool Improvement Facilitator ignature

uilding Principal ignature

ADDNDUM A: ACKGROUND INFORMATION TO INFORM PLAN
trengths

Challenges

100% of FACT seventh graders successfull completed a

FACT Folk Arts ducation pecialist is currentl revising man of

culminating folk arts project, demonstrating knowledge, skills, and

these in-person art residencies and ensemles to create

insights accumulated aout a specific folk arts discipline, question
or concept  presenting to a group of peers and teachers.

meaningful experiences ased on limited in-person experiences
due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

ach student in grades K-8 adds at least two folk arts learning
reflections per ear to their portfolio ased on a series of ritual

FACT implements a multi-tiered sstem of supports for
academics and ehavior. FACT administrative and curriculum

calendar events, school wide residencies, grade level artist

council memers gave FACT the following score: · 36.4%

residencies and/or folk arts ensemles.

exemplar · 54.5% operational · 9.1% emerging

FACT promotes and sustains a positive school environment

FACT implements evidence-ased strategies to engage families

where all memers feel welcomed, supported, and safe in school:

to support learning. FACT administrative and curriculum council

sociall, emotionall, intellectuall, and phsicall. FACT
administrative and curriculum council memers gave FACT the

memers gave FACT the following score: · 9.1% exemplar ·
72.7% operational · 18.2% emerging

following score: · 81.8% exemplar · 18.2% operational
Attendance - FACT percent regular attendance is 94.9%. FACT

nglish Language Growth and Attainment - 35.5% of FACT
nglish Learners met their interim growth toward, or attainment

exceeds the statewide average and has alread achieved the

level , of nglish language proficienc as measured  the

statewide 2030 goal of 94.1%.

ACC for LLs. The statewide goal for 2030 is 70.3%. FACT

nglish Learners - FACT was ale to give the WIDA model
screener in-person to the 2020-2021 Kindergarten and new
students in other grade levels during the summer of 2021. FACT

did not meet growth targets in this area.
Mathematics (lack tudent Group) - While 56.6% of all FACT
students scored proficient or advanced in mathematics on the

trengths

Challenges

will give the screener to all 2021-2022 new students in the fall of
2021.

PAs, onl 22.7% of lack students scored proficient or
advanced.

FACT collectivel shapes the vision for continuous improvement
of teaching and learning. FACT administrative and curriculum

FACT monitors and evaluates the impact of professional learning
on staff practices and student learning. FACT administrative and

council memers gave FACT the following score: · 81.8%
exemplar · 18.2% operational

curriculum council memers gave FACT the following score: ·
36.4% exemplar · 45.5% operational · 18.2% emerging

FACT fosters a culture of high expectations for success for all

LA - ased on the June 2021 DRA testing, several cohorts are

students, educators, families, and communit memers. FACT
administrative and curriculum council memers gave FACT the
following score: · 72.7% exemplar · 27.3% operational

performing elow expectations. Just 38% of the 7th grade
students, 52% of the 5th grade students, 46% of the 4th grade
students and 59% of the 1st grade students are reading aove, on

cience - FACT developed an inquir-ased science curriculum
where students are encouraged to ask questions, to conduct
experiments, and to learn important concepts and skills rather
than merel to rememer a lot of detailed information. The goal is
depth of understanding over readth with each grade level
working through 4-6 units per ear.
cience/iolog - FACT students scored 80.9% proficient or
advanced in the area of science/iolog on the PAs. FACT
significantl outperformed the statewide average of 66% and is
close to achieving the 2030 statewide goal of 83% proficient or
advanced.
Meeting Annual Academic Growth xpectations- FACT is

or within one level of independent grade level reading
expectations.
Math - While the overall average score was over 85% in all grade
levels, 20 students scored elow 60% on the June 2021 screener.
Mathematics - 56.6% of FACT students scored proficient or
advanced in Mathematics on the PAs. The tatewide 2030 goal
is 71.8%.
nglish Learners - FACT does not have WIDA ACC data for
2020-2021. All FACT LD students will take the WIDA ACC
in the spring of 2022.
conomicall Disadvantaged - While the majorit of students met
their RtI goal, 26 students did not make progress.

trengths

meeting the PVAA standards for growth of 70.0 in nglish
Language Arts (98.0), Mathematics (84.0), and cience/iolog
(81.5)

Challenges

cience - FACT is working to develop a calendar to routinel
analze and share science student performance data across
grades to improve overall practice.

Math - On the Universal Math creener given in June 2021, the
average score was over 85% in all grade levels.
conomicall Disadvantaged - FACT made significant progress is
collecting and organizing RtI progress monitoring, mathematics
and LA assessment data in 2020-2021. We plan to continue to
improve this effort moving forward.
LA - ased on June 2021 DRA testing, at least 80% of students
are reading aove, on or within one level of independent grade
level expectation in econd (84%) and ixth (80%) grades.

Most Notale Oservations/Patterns

FACT has noted that there is need to increase the frequenc and depth of our analsis of assessment data, particularl our own
enchmark assessments, in the areas of nglish Language Arts, Mathematics, and cience to improve student outcomes. FACT oserved
that there is a need for continued and intensive small group instruction for students not making adequate progress.

Challenges

Discussion Point

nglish Language Growth and

In 2017-18, FACT met the LD interim growth goal with 39% of FACT nglish

Attainment - 35.5% of FACT
nglish Learners met their
interim growth toward, or

Learners meeting their interim growth target of nglish language proficienc as
measured  the ACC for LLs; this compares to 35.5% in 2018-19 when FACT
did not meet our LD growth goal. The FACT LD team will use this ailit to

attainment level , of nglish
language proficienc as
measured  the ACC for

calculate growth toward interim goals on the wa toward the long-term goal of
nglish proficienc in targeting interventions and supports.

LLs. The statewide goal for
2030 is 70.3%. FACT did not
meet growth targets in this
area.
Mathematics (lack tudent
Group) - While 56.6% of all
FACT students scored

FACT has een analzing our approach to students who are not meeting grade
level expectation. We elieve these students need additional small group
instruction  certified teachers and FACT has hired four certified intervention

proficient or advanced in
mathematics on the PAs,
onl 22.7% of lack students

teachers to work with students in the areas of LA and Mathematics.

scored proficient or advanced.
Mathematics - 56.6% of FACT
students scored proficient or

FACT working hpothesis is that in order to score proficient or advanced on the
current mathematics PA assessment students must have high level reading

advanced in Mathematics on
the PAs. The tatewide
2030 goal is 71.8%.

comprehension strategies and a roust knowledge of mathematics vocaular.
tudents with strong computation and mental math skills aren't likel to score
proficient unless the also have aove grade level LA skills. Our hpothesis is
ased on an analsis of the old and new PAs using the Flesch-Kincaid Readailit

Priorit for Planning

Challenges

Discussion Point

Index and the fact that, in the ear that the PA test was redesigned, the
proficienc of FACT's LD students went from 84% proficient on Math to 24%.
FACT will e utilizing the mathematics IXL diagnostic in 2021-2022 to determine
student needs.
Math - While the overall
average score was over 85% in
all grade levels, 20 students
scored elow 60% on the June
2021 screener.
FACT implements a multitiered sstem of supports for
academics and ehavior.
FACT administrative and
curriculum council memers
gave FACT the following
score: · 36.4% exemplar ·
54.5% operational · 9.1%
emerging
FACT implements evidence-

FACT plans to utilize the zoom platform this ear to hold multiple meetings for

ased strategies to engage
families to support learning.
FACT administrative and

families, in their preferred language, on how the can support student learning.

curriculum council memers
gave FACT the following

Priorit for Planning

Challenges

Discussion Point

score: · 9.1% exemplar · 72.7%
operational · 18.2% emerging
FACT monitors and evaluates
the impact of professional

FACT will conduct a series of trainings for staff this ear on instructional est
practices in a virtual setting. FACT is working with a third part consulting group to

learning on staff practices and
student learning. FACT
administrative and curriculum

develop and effectivel evaluate each training session provided.

council memers gave FACT
the following score: · 36.4%
exemplar · 45.5% operational
· 18.2% emerging
LA - ased on the June 2021
DRA testing, several cohorts
are performing elow

FACT working hpothesis is that some students require a more sstematic
approach to standards aligned phonics instruction and targeted small group support
 certified teachers. FACT hired two certified intervention teachers in 2020 and

expectations. Just 38% of the
7th grade students, 52% of the
5th grade students, 46% of the

two more in 2021 (4 total), rather than hiring teaching assistants as we have in the
past, to offer additional targeted instructional support. FACT purchased and
conducted professional development for LA teachers on the Teacher College

4th grade students and 59% of
the 1st grade students are
reading aove, on or within

Phonics Program eginning in 2019. Additional training was given in the summer of
2021. In addition, we elieve we must address students' reading challenges at the
oungest grades, recognizing that it is difficult for students to catch up or to

one level of independent
grade level reading

achieve at high levels in an suject area if their reading proficienc is elow grade
level.

expectations.
nglish Learners - FACT does

In 2019-20, there 16 students with one transferring out and five students were dual

Priorit for Planning

Challenges

Discussion Point

not have WIDA ACC data
for 2020-2021. All FACT LD

identified. 8 out of the 16 were not meeting or exceeding their growth targets. An
action plan for the LD team is to use the nglish Language Proficienc Indicator to

students will take the WIDA
ACC in the spring of 2022.

calculate the growth measurement of individual students and skill strengths and
gaps that will e used to target instruction.

conomicall Disadvantaged While the majorit of students

FACT hired 2 intervention teachers in 2020-2021 and an additional 2 intervention
teachers in 2021-2022, for a total of four to provide LA and Mathematics

met their RtI goal, 26 students
did not make progress.

intervention support for students not making progress.

Priorit for Planning

ADDNDUM : ACTION PLAN
Action Plan: mall Group Intervention

Action teps

Anticipated tart/Completion Date

Intervention and RtI team will create a uniform sstem
for organizing, storing, and sharing assessment data

08/23/2021 - 06/22/2022

and RtI documents on the shared Google Drive. The
data will e used to identif students in need of
additional supports and to coordinate with grade level
and content teams to provide such supports. This data
will e used in conjunction with PA data and other
local assessments to assess schoolwide and cohort
strengths and challenges.

Monitoring/valuation

Anticipated Output

FACT full time literac and math coordinators will

FACT hired four certified teachers and scheduled a schoolwide intervention

work closel with the intervention team to analze
data and estalish expectations. The Principal,

lock (WIN) to oost our ailit to provide small group intervention support to
students in grades K to 8. Our intervention teachers anchor our RtI program.

Associate Director, pecial ducation upervisor and
Accountailit Manager will also meet with this team
to dissect student performance data and assist in

General ducation, LD, and pecial ducation teachers will continue to pla a
crucial role providing small group instruction in the RtI process.

adjusting goals as needed.

Material/Resources/upports Needed

PD tep

Comm tep

Continued training on data analsis and google suite.

es

es

Action Plan: Improve Language and Literac Acquisition for All tudents
Action teps

Anticipated tart/Completion Date

FACT teachers will participate in professional
development aimed at improving language and

08/23/2021 - 06/21/2022

literac acquisition for all students. xamples include:
IOP, Teacher's College Phonics Institute, LA
department trainings

Monitoring/valuation

Anticipated Output

Professional development agendas, sign-in sheets,

Principal and Literac Coordinator & Coach will look for evidence of teachers

and course completion certificates will e used for
monitoring.

implementing techniques and strategies taught in professional development
sessions during their classroom oservations.

Material/Resources/upports Needed

PD tep

Comm tep

DRA kits, IOP and/or Teacher's College led Professional Development sessions

es

no

Action Plan: Teach Diverse Learners in an Inclusive etting
Action teps

Anticipated tart/Completion Date

FACT will provide professional development for all
teaching staff on equit, differentiation and inclusion.
Common planning time will e estalished for general

08/23/2021 - 06/21/2022

education, LD, and pecial ducation teachers to
meet, plan, and implement est practices for diverse
learners.

Monitoring/valuation

Anticipated Output

Professional development agendas and sign-in sheets.

FACT Admin Team and partner organizations will deliver professional
development on topics including anti-ias education, aleism, gender and
sexualit (LGTQ+) to educate staff on educating a diverse group of learners.

Material/Resources/upports Needed

PD tep

Comm tep

Professional development sessions led  partners including CHOP and Innovageous.

es

no

ADDNDUM C: PROFIONAL DVLOPMNT PLAN
Measurale Goals

FACT will move from 56% to 65% of students scoring proficient or advanced on the
Mathematics PA. (Math65)
FACT will have a school-wide sstematic approach for collecting and analzing local
data sources in the areas of mathematics, LA and science to drive student progress.

Action Plan

Professional

Anticipated

Name

Development tep

Timeline

mall Group
Intervention

Intervention and
RtI team will

08/23/2021
-

create a uniform

06/22/2022

sstem for

(WINandRtI)

organizing,
storing, and

 the end of 2nd grade, 80% of FACT students will e reading at grade level

sharing

expectation independent reading level on the end of ear DRA assessment.
(3rdGradeReading)

assessment data
and RtI
documents on the
shared Google
Drive. The data
will e used to
identif students
in need of
additional
supports and to
coordinate with
grade level and
content teams to
provide such
supports. This

Measurale Goals

Action Plan

Professional

Anticipated

Name

Development tep

Timeline

data will e used
in conjunction
with PA data
and other local
assessments to
assess schoolwide
and cohort
strengths and
challenges.
 the end of 2nd grade, 80% of FACT students will e reading at grade level

Improve

FACT teachers

08/23/2021

expectation independent reading level on the end of ear DRA assessment.

Language
and Literac

will participate in
professional

06/21/2022

Acquisition

development

for All

aimed at

tudents

improving
language and

(3rdGradeReading)

literac
acquisition for all
students.
xamples include:
IOP, Teacher's
College Phonics
Institute, LA
department
trainings

Measurale Goals

FACT will move from 56% to 65% of students scoring proficient or advanced on the
Mathematics PA. (Math65)
FACT will have a school-wide sstematic approach for collecting and analzing local
data sources in the areas of mathematics, LA and science to drive student progress.
(WINandRtI)
 the end of 2nd grade, 80% of FACT students will e reading at grade level
expectation independent reading level on the end of ear DRA assessment.
(3rdGradeReading)

Action Plan

Professional

Anticipated

Name

Development tep

Timeline

Teach
Diverse

FACT will
provide

08/23/2021
-

Learners in

professional

06/21/2022

an Inclusive
etting

development for
all teaching staff
on equit,
differentiation and
inclusion.
Common planning
time will e
estalished for
general
education, LD,
and pecial
ducation
teachers to meet,
plan, and
implement est
practices for
diverse learners.

PROFIONAL DVLOPMNT PLAN

Professional Development tep

Audience

Topics of Prof. Dev

mall Group Intervention

All Instructional taff

RtI process, creeners and enchmark Assessments
availale at FACT, Data Analsis and Progress
Monitoring

vidence of Learning

Anticipated Timeframe

Lead Person/Position

Teachers will e asked to complete reflections and/or surves at the
end of professional development sessions. Teachers will also evaluate

08/23/2021 - 06/21/2022

RtI Coordinator and Coach

student growth during each RtI ccle.

Danielson Framework Component Met in this Plan:

1f: Designing tudent Assessments
3d: Using Assessment in Instruction

This tep meets the Requirements of tate Required Trainings:

Professional Development tep

Audience

Topics of Prof. Dev

Teachers College Phonics Institute

elect K-3 General ducation,

This institute will support the teaching of TCRWP’s Units of tud

LD or pecial ducation
teachers

in K-2 phonics. Participants will learn aout the was in which the
curriculum is grounded in the research on how kids develop.
Participants will learn how the phonics units allow teachers to
transfer, adapt, and uild upon methods of teaching that are
essential to reading or writing workshop instruction so the entire
language arts curriculum is more cohesive and streamlined and
encourages students to appl all the learn to their writing and
their reading.

vidence of Learning

Anticipated Timeframe

Lead Person/Position

Course completion certificates

07/01/2021 - 08/31/2021

Principal

Danielson Framework Component Met in this Plan:

This tep meets the Requirements of tate Required Trainings:

3a: Communicating with tudents

Language and Literac Acquisition for All tudents

Professional Development tep

Audience

Topics of Prof. Dev

IOP Training

elect K-8 General ducation,

The heltered Instruction Oservation Protocol (IOP) Model is a

LD or pecial ducation
teachers

research-ased and validated instructional model that has proven
effective in addressing the academic needs of nglish learners
throughout the United tates. The IOP Model consists of eight
interrelated components: Lesson Preparation uilding ackground
Comprehensile Input trategies Interaction Practice/Application
Lesson Deliver Review & Assessment Using instructional strategies
connected to each of these components, teachers are ale to
design and deliver lessons that address the academic and linguistic
needs of nglish learners.

vidence of Learning

Anticipated Timeframe

Lead Person/Position

Completed course certificates

07/01/2021 - 06/21/2022

Principal

Danielson Framework Component Met in this Plan:

This tep meets the Requirements of tate Required Trainings:

1: Demonstrating Knowledge of tudents

Language and Literac Acquisition for All tudents

Professional Development tep

Audience

Topics of Prof. Dev

CHOP's Gender and exualit

All staff

Trainings include information on: Understanding gender identit in

Program

the context of child development? stalishing trans-inclusive
policies? Identifing was to reduce gender-categorized classroom
activities and projects Clarifing what ulling and harassment looks
and sounds like for transgender students The goal will e that
training participants will have an increased ailit to support
transgender students and improvement in overall acceptance for
gender diversit in the school environment.

vidence of Learning

Anticipated Timeframe

Lead Person/Position

Agendas and sign-in sheets

08/23/2021 - 06/21/2022

Principal

Danielson Framework Component Met in this Plan:

This tep meets the Requirements of tate Required Trainings:

Teaching Diverse Learners in an Inclusive etting

ADDNDUM D: ACTION PLAN COMMUNICATION
Measurale Goals

FACT will move from 56% to 65% of students scoring proficient or advanced on the
Mathematics PA. (Math65)
 the end of 2nd grade, 80% of FACT students will e reading at grade level
expectation independent reading level on the end of ear DRA assessment.
(3rdGradeReading)
FACT will have a school-wide sstematic approach for collecting and analzing local
data sources in the areas of mathematics, LA and science to drive student progress.
(WINandRtI)

Action Plan

Communication

Anticipated

Name

tep

Timeline

mall Group
Intervention

Intervention and
RtI team will

2021-08-23
- 2022-06-

create a uniform
sstem for

22

organizing,
storing, and
sharing
assessment data
and RtI
documents on the
shared Google
Drive. The data
will e used to
identif students
in need of
additional
supports and to
coordinate with
grade level and
content teams to
provide such
supports. This

Measurale Goals

Action Plan

Communication

Anticipated

Name

tep

Timeline

data will e used
in conjunction
with PA data
and other local
assessments to
assess schoolwide
and cohort
strengths and
challenges.

COMMUNICATION PLAN
Communication tep

Audience

Topics/Message of Communication

Parent Meetings

Parents

FACT teachers will meet with parents during parent
teacher conferences and correspond via phone, Talking
Points text and email as needed in regards to individual
student progress.

Anticipated Timeframe

Frequenc

Deliver Method

09/08/2021 - 06/21/2022

At least once per marking period.

Other
Posting on district wesite

Lead Person/Position

FACT Teachers

ADDNDUM : COMPRHNIV PLAN COMMUNICATION
Communication tep

Topics of Message

Mode

Audience

Anticipated Timeline

